Endorsements for The Adam Enigma
“All politics is local, it has been said. But what if we also took seriously the idea that
certain localities are associated with powerful subtle or morphic fields? This exciting
novel dramatizes this notion with fascinating characters and settings, while also filling in
a missing dimension for most of us: an understanding of the central role of place in
human consciousness.” —Jeff Salzman, public commentator and host of
DailyEvolver.com
“Few writers glow with such clarity and engagement that their words seem to sparkle on
the page. This wonderful book captured me from the first sentence and it never let up!
Bravo for a rare good read and a good story!”
—Allan Combs, PhD, Professor of Consciousness Studies at CIIS and author of
Consciousness Explained Better
“Reading the The Adam Enigma by Ron Meyer and Mark Reeder was an exquisite
pleasure. I was completely absorbed by the intriguing plot and felt a strong sense of ‘the
presence of the other side’ throughout. The protagonist’s search for the deeper meaning
of Jesus’ teaching gave the book remarkable spiritual gravitas, while being thoroughly
entertaining at the same time. Highly recommended.”
—Steve McIntosh, President of the Institute for Cultural Evolution and author
of Integral Consciousness
“The Adam Enigma is not just an absorbing mystery, it is a thoughtful and elegant
journey into the intersections between place, spiritual healing, and modern
consciousness."
—Keith Witt, PhD, psychotherapist and author, Integral Mindfulness
“I couldn’t put it down. I took The Adam Enigma with me everywhere, in the car, on
walks, and it was absolutely riveting . . . It is a wonderful combination of page-turning
mystery with metaphysical contemplation and really deep spiritual meaning that I found
so delicious. I warmly recommend it.”
—Miriam Knight, founder of New Consciousness Review
“Meyer and Reeder's tale is animated not just by fascinating characters, but by a sense of
place that gives the story a vibrant geographical texture. The Adam Enigma is a
wonderfully intriguing and thought-provoking book that inspires me to think a bit more
about sacred places.”
—Alexander B. Murphy, PhD, Professor of Geography, University of Oregon; Past
President, Association of American Geographers

BOTTOM OF THE FRONT COVER:
“Few writers glow with such clarity and engagement that their words seem to sparkle
on the page. This wonderful book captured me from the first sentence and it never let
up!"
—Allan Combs, PhD, author of Consciousness Explained Better
TOP OF BACK JACKET:
“Animated by a sense of place that gives the story a vibrant geographical texture. . . .
A wonderfully intriguing book that inspires me to think a bit more about sacred places.”
—Alexander B. Murphy, PhD, Professor of Geography, University of Oregon

“Few writers glow with such clarity and engagement that their words seem to sparkle on
the page. This wonderful book captured me from the first sentence and it never let up!
Bravo for a rare good read and a good story!”
—Allan Combs, PhD, Professor of Consciousness Studies at CIIS; author of
Consciousness Explained Better
"Meyer and Reeder's tale is animated not just by fascinating characters, but by a sense of
place that gives the story a vibrant geographical texture. The Adam Enigma is a
wonderfully intriguing and thought-provoking book that inspires me to think a bit more
about sacred places.”
—Alexander B. Murphy, PhD, Professor of Geography, University of Oregon; Past
President, Association of American Geographers
“Reading the The Adam Enigma by Ron Meyers and Mark Reeder was an exquisite
pleasure. I was completely absorbed by the intriguing plot and felt a strong sense of ‘the
presence of the other side’ throughout. The protagonist’s search for the deeper meaning
of Jesus’ teaching gave the book remarkable spiritual gravitas, while being thoroughly
entertaining at the same time. Highly recommended.”
—Steve McIntosh, President of the Institute for Cultural Evolution, and author
of Integral Consciousness
“It’s rare for an novel to interweave the supernatural into absorbing modern contexts that
involve spiritual healing, seduction and betrayal, and embodied myth, but Ron Meyer and
Mark Reeder have accomplished just that. The Adam Enigma is not just an absorbing
mystery, it is a thoughtful and elegant journey into the intersections between place,
spiritual healing, and modern consciousness.”
—Keith Witt, PhD, psychotherapist and author, Shadow Light: Illuminations at the Edge

of Darkness—An Integral Journey into Shadow

LONGER VERSION
"Meyer and Reeder's tale is animated not just by fascinating characters, but by a sense of
place that gives the story a vibrant geographical texture. The Adam Enigma is a
wonderfully intriguing and thought-provoking book that inspires me to think a bit more
about sacred places.”
—Alexander B. Murphy, PhD, Professor of Geography, University of Oregon; Past
President, Association of American Geographers
SHORT VERSION
“Animated by a sense of place that gives the story a vibrant geographical texture … a
wonderfully intriguing and thought-provoking book.”
—Alexander B. Murphy, PhD, Professor of Geography, University of Oregon; Past
President, Association of American Geographers

"It's rare for an novel to interweave the supernatural into absorbing modern contexts that
involve spiritual healing, seduction and betrayal, and embodied myth, but Ron Meyer and
Mark Reeder have accomplished just that. The Adam Enigma is not just an absorbing
mystery, it is a thoughtful and elegant journey into the intersections between place,
spiritual healing, and modern consciousness."
—Keith Witt, PhD, psychotherapist and author, Shadow Light: Illuminations at the Edge
of Darkness—An Integral Journey into Shadow
"The Adam Enigma is not just an absorbing mystery, it is a thoughtful and elegant
journey into the intersections between place, spiritual healing, and modern
consciousness."
—Keith Witt, PhD, psychotherapist and author of Shadow Light
COMPLETE REVIEW:
“I couldn’t put it down. I took this book with me everywhere, in the car, on
walks, and it was absolutely riveting. It’s the story of a human geographer, a
specialist in the anthropology of place, who pursues the study of the cultural
stories that arise around different places throughout history. He is called in to
investigate healings that are taking place at a shrine in New Mexico. Now, the
phenomenon of spiritual healing, like what you see at Lourdes in France, is a very
complex issue. On the one hand, established religions want to have control over

healings that may be associated with Jesus or Mary. On the other hand, there
are other kinds of groups—and these also arise in the book—that also have a
vested interest in this phenomenon and they too want to have control over who
gets to call themselves a healer. For example, an “evangelic” group is depicted in
the book and they too don’t want competition. Then there’s another group in
this book that wants to kidnap the healer at the shrine and use his powers for
commercial gain. These three webs are intermeshing in a story of international
intrigue that is difficult to put down. But I found a few things very arresting—
one is the theme in this book that anyone can develop these healing abilities,
and anyone can act as a portal between the divine and a place, and channel
these healing energies through the rest of us and then the rest of us can raise
our vibration and our abilities through association and interaction and belief in
these enlightened beings. So it is a wonderful combination of page-turning
mystery with metaphysical contemplation and really deep spiritual meaning that I
found so delicious. I warmly recommend it.”

